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1 Introduction
Recently, the BaBar Collaboration [1, 2] measured the mass difference between the
D∗(2010)+ and the D0 and the natural line width of the D∗(2010)+ vector meson; they
obtained very precise values: ∆mD∗+D0 = (145425.9 ± 0.4 ± 1.7) keV and Γtot(D∗+) =
(83.3±1.2±1.4) keV. For D∗ mesons, the strong pion emission is one of the dominant decay
modes which determine their life times. Thus, these precise values provide an ideal occasion
to test different theoretical estimations for the strong interactions of the heavy mesons.
It is widely accepted that quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is the correct theory for
strong interactions. QCD is a renormalizable quantum field theory which is closely modeled
after quantum electrodynamics (QED), the most accurate physical theory we have to date.
In QCD, the colored quarks interact by exchanging SU(3) Yang-Mill gauge fields (gluons)
which are also colored, so that gluons interact directly among themselves. This feature
leads to the strength of the quark-gluon interaction decreases with increasing momentum
transfers (asymptotic freedom) [3, 4]. Thus, in high-energy processes, quarks and gluons
only weakly interact, and physical processes become describable by the perturbation theory.
Numerous experiments performed on powerful particle accelerators around the world have
attested to the extraordinary success of this theory at high energy [5]. On the other hand, in
the low-energy (or long-distance) regime, QCD tells us that the interactions between quarks
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and gluons are strong, so that quark-gluon dynamics becomes nonperturbative in nature.
Consequently, for low energy phenomena, it is hard to perform any reliable calculations
from first principles. Thus, understanding the structures of hadrons directly from QCD
remains an outstanding problem. In 1989, it was realized that, in low energy situations
where the typical gluon momenta are small compared with the heavy quark mass (mQ),
QCD dynamics becomes independent of the flavor (mass) and spin of the heavy quark [6–
8]. These new spin and flavor symmetries combine to form a SU(2NQf ) symmetry, called
heavy quark symmetry (HQS), which is not manifest in the original QCD Lagrangian. Of
course, even in this infinite heavy quark mass limit, low energy QCD dynamics remains
nonperturbative, and there are still no solutions to old problems like quark confinement,
etc. HQS allows us to factorize the complicated light quark and gluon dynamics from
that of the heavy one, and thus provides a clearer physical picture in the study of heavy
quark physics. Beyond the symmetry limit, a heavy quark effective theory (HQET) can
be developed by systematically expanding the QCD Lagrangian in powers of 1/mQ, with
which HQS breaking effects can be studied order by order [8–10].
In the other extreme, due to the relatively small light quark masses (mu,md,ms), the
light quark sector of the QCD Lagrangian obeys an approximate SU(3)L × SU(3)R chiral
symmetry [11]. It was known early on that this symmetry must be spontaneously broken
by the QCD vacuum, so that the physical spectra of hadrons made up of light quarks
would have only SU(3)L+R symmetry. Moreover, due to the spontaneous breaking of the
chiral symmetry, there exist eight pseudoscalar bosons (called Goldstone bosons, which
include three π’s, four K’s, and one η), whose dynamics obeys the SU(3)L× SU(3)R chiral
symmetry. From the above discussions, it should be clear that if we want to study the low
energy interactions of heavy hadrons and Goldstone bosons, we need to build an effective
theory that obeys both chiral and heavy quark symmetries. This is done in references [12–
16], where chiral symmetry and HQS are synthesized in a single effective chiral Lagrangian
which describes the strong interactions between heavy hadrons and Goldstone bosons. The
theory has since been extended to incorporate electromagnetic interactions as well [15–19].
For excited heavy mesons (D∗, B∗), pion and photon emissions are the dominant de-
cay modes which determine their life times [5]. In principle, the effective chiral Lagrangian
provides an ideal framework in which to study the strong decay mode. However, symme-
try considerations alone in general do not lead to quantitative predictions, unless further
assumptions are made to extract the values of the various coupling constants appearing
in the Lagrangian. Furthermore, the framework of an effective chiral Lagrangian does not
allow for a systematic discussion of HQS violating 1/mQ effects, which however is impor-
tant for a thorough understanding of heavy quark physics. The purpose of this paper is to
systematically study the 1/mQ effects in a covariant model for strong and radiative decays
of heavy meson.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly review HQET and the chiral
dynamics of heavy meson. In section 3, we construct a covariant model which is based
on HQET. Some heavy meson properties in the heavy quark limit and 1/mQ corrections
are considered. The numerical calculations and discussions are expressed in section 4. In
section 5, we make some concluding remarks.
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2 Brief reviews
2.1 HQET
The full QCD Lagrangian for a heavy quark (c, b, or t) is given by
LQ = Q¯ (iγµD
µ −mQ)Q , (2.1)
where Dµ ≡ ∂µ − igsT aAaµ with T a = λa/2. The heavy quark Q interacts with the light
degrees of freedom by exchanging gluons with momenta of order ΛQCD, which is much
smaller than its mass mQ. Thus, the heavy quark’s momentum pQ is close to the “kinetic”
momentum mQv resulting from the meson’s motion:
pµQ = mQv
µ + kµ, (2.2)
where kµ is the so-called “residual” momentum and is of order ΛQCD. In the limitmQ →∞,
one can define a new heavy quark field hv(x), which is related to the original field Q(x) by
1+6v
2
Q(x) = e−imQv·x hv(x) , (2.3)
where hv(x) satisfies the constraints
1+6v
2
hv = hv , i∂
µhv(x) = k
µhv(x) . (2.4)
Therefore, the heavy quark QCD Lagrangian, eq. (2.1), is reduced to:
LQ → LQ,eff = h¯viv ·Dhv . (2.5)
From eq. (2.5), it is evident that this effective Lagrangian possesses flavor and spin sym-
metries, also known as heavy quark symmetry (HQS), because it is independent of the
heavy quark mass mQ and the ~γ matrix, respectively. Thus, HQS predicts that for the Qq¯
system, the pseudoscalar (0−) and the vector (1−) states are degenerate. Experimentally,
the pseudoscalar-vector (or hyperfine) mass splitting δmHF is given by [5]:
mB∗ −mB ≈ 45.78MeV,
mD∗ −mD ≈ 142.12MeV, (2.6)
from which we see that the experimental mass difference gets smaller as the mass of the
heavy quark gets heavier. This result inspires us with the theory that the corrections to
heavy quark symmetry are of first order in O(1/mQ). In heavy quark effective theory [8, 9],
the QCD Lagrangian is expanded as:
LQ,eff = h¯viv ·Dhv +
∞∑
n=1
(
1
2mQ
)n
h¯vi 6D⊥(−iv ·D)n−1i 6D⊥hv ,
= h¯viv ·Dhv + 1
2mQ
h¯v(iD⊥)2hv +
g
4mQ
h¯vσαβG
αβhv +O
(
1
m2Q
)
, (2.7)
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where Dµ⊥ = D
µ − vµv ·D is orthogonal to the heavy quark velocity and Gαβ = TaGαβa =
i
gs
[Dα, Dβ] is the gluon field strength tensor. This is the generalization of eq. (2.5) to finite
heavy quark mass and the new operators at order 1/mQ are:
O1 = 1
2mQ
h¯v (iD⊥)2 hv , (2.8)
O2 = g
4mQ
h¯v σ
µν Gµν hv , (2.9)
where O1 is the gauge invariant extension of the kinetic energy arising from the off-shell
residual motion of the heavy quark, and O2 describes the color magnetic interaction of
the heavy quark spin with the gluon field. It is clear that both O1 and O2 break the
flavor symmetry, while O2 breaks the spin symmetry. We note that, HQS is a symmetry
of the lowest order of LQ,eff, therefore the predictions from HQS are model independent.
However, until the QCD bound state problem is solved, quantitative effects of the higher
order of LQ,eff would have to be evaluated in specific models for hadrons.
2.2 Chiral Lagrangians for strong decays
The QCD Lagrangian for light quarks is:
Lq = q¯ (iγµDµ −mq) q , (2.10)
where q = (u, d, s). In the limit mq → 0, Lq possesses an SU(3)L × SU(3)R flavor
chiral symmetry. That means Lq is invariant under the independent transformations
qL → LqL and qR → RqR are the left-handed and right-handed quark fields, respectively,
and L(R) = e
iθa
L(R)
Ta
is the global transformations in SU(3)L(R). By Goldstone theorem,
the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the QCD vacuum generates eight Goldstone bosons:
(π+,−,0,K+,−,0, K¯0 and η), whose dynamics is still governed by the full SU(3)L × SU(3)R
symmetry. Since the heavy mesons contain both heavy and light quarks, one expects that
when we study the low-energy interactions of heavy mesons with the Goldstone bosons,
both the chiral symmetry and HQS will play important roles.
The low lying states of a (Qq¯) system consist of pseudoscalar (0−) and vector (1−)
mesons, which we denote by P and V , respectively. In the HQS limit, their quantum
numbers can be conveniently incorporated in the interpolating fields [20]:
P (v) = iq¯γ5hv
√
MH , (2.11)
V (v, ǫ) = q¯ 6ǫhv
√
MH , (2.12)
where MH is the heavy meson mass and hv is defined in eq. (2.3). Thus, both P (v)
and V (v, ǫ) are flavor SU(3) antitriplets. Before discussing the interaction between heavy
mesons and Goldstone bosons, we will first summarize the case of Goldstone bosons inter-
acting among themselves [14, 21]. The chiral symmetry is nonlinearly realized by using the
unitary matrix Σ = e2iM/
√
2fpi , M is a 3× 3 matrix for the octet of Goldstone bosons
M =


π0√
2
+ η√
6
π+ K+
π− − π0√
2
+ η√
6
K0
K− K¯0 −
√
2
3η

 (2.13)
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and fπ = 93MeV is the pion decay constant. Under SU(3)L × SU(3)R, Σ transforms as
Σ→ Σ′ = LΣR†. In order to facilitate the discussions of the Goldstone bosons interacting
with heavy mesons, we introduce a new Goldstone-boson matrix ξ ≡ Σ1/2, which transforms
under an SU(3)L × SU(3)R as: ξ → ξ′ = Lξ U † = U ξ R†, where U is a unitary matrix
depending on L, R, and M , so that it is no longer global. Now with the aid of ξ, we
construct a vector field Vµ and an axial vector field Aµ:
Vµ = 1
2
(ξ†∂µξ + ξ∂µξ†) , (2.14)
Aµ = i
2
(ξ†∂µξ − ξ∂µξ†) , (2.15)
with the simple transformation properties:
Vµ → V ′µ = U Vµ U † + U ∂µ U †, (2.16)
Aµ → A′µ = U Aµ U †. (2.17)
The light quarks can be made to transform simply as:
q → q′ = U q . (2.18)
Now we can study the chiral properties of the heavy mesons. According to eqs. (2.11)
and (2.18), the flavor antitriplet P transforms as:
P → P ′ = P U †. (2.19)
Using the vector field Vµ in eq. (2.16), we can construct a covariant derivative D′µ:
DµP † ≡ (∂µ + Vµ)P † (2.20)
which transforms simply as:
DµP † → (DµP †)′ = U(DµP †) , (2.21)
and similarly for vector mesons V .
We can now use eqs. (2.19)–(2.21) to construct an effective Lagrangian of P and V
and their couplings to the Goldstone bosons [14]:
LV P = DµP DµP † −M2HPP † + ifMH(P AµV †µ − VµAµP †)−
1
2
V µνV †µν
+M2HV
µV †µ +
1
2
gǫµναβ(V
µνAαV β† + V βAαV µν†) , (2.22)
where V †µν = DµV †ν −DνV †µ . This is the most general Lagrangian consistent with the chiral
invariance that has only one single derivative on the Goldstone boson fields. The coupling
constants f and g are illustrated in figure 1. In eq. (2.22), heavy quark flavor symmetry
dictates that f and g are universal, i.e., they are independent of the heavy quark species
involved. Furthermore, using the interpolating field given in eqs. (2.11)–(2.12), one can
easily prove that (see [14] for details) f = 2g, which is a consequence of heavy quark spin
symmetry.
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Figure 1. Strong coupling constants f and g.
2.3 Chiral Lagrangians for radiative decays
In the (bq¯) system, due to the small mass difference mB∗−mB, B∗ → Bγ is the dominant
decay channel. For (cq¯), D∗ → Dγ can be as important as D∗ → Dπ, because the available
phase space is much larger for the former decay mode. The light quark charge is given by
Q =


2
3 0 0
0 −13 0
0 0 −13

 , (2.23)
while that of the heavy quark Q is denoted by Q′. The electromagnetic or U(1) gauge
transformation of the vector potential (or photon field) Aµ is:
Aµ → A′µ = Aµ −
1
e
∂µλ (2.24)
where λ is a U(1) gauge parameter. The quark fields transform as q → q′ = eiQλq,
Q → Q′ = eiQ′λQ. Since the Goldstone-boson matrix M is constructed from a q and a q¯,
it follows as M → M ′ = eiQλMe−iQλ. Thus the meson field ξ also transforms simply as
ξ → ξ′ = eiQλξe−iQλ. A covariant derivative on the field ξ has the form:
Dµξ = ∂µξ + ieAµ[Q, ξ] , (2.25)
with the gauge transformation Dµξ → (Dµξ)′ = eiQλDµξ e−iQλ. In the presence of electro-
magnetic interactions, the vector and axial-vector currents of eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) must
be generalized to:
Vµ = 1
2
(ξ†Dµξ + ξDµξ†) , (2.26)
Aµ = i
2
(ξ†Dµξ − ξDµξ†) . (2.27)
The heavy mesons P and V are composed of a heavy quark Q and a light antiquark
q¯. Therefore, they transform as:
P → P ′ = eiQ′λ P e−iQλ, (2.28)
V → V ′ = eiQ′λ V e−iQλ. (2.29)
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Figure 2. Magnetic coupling constants d and d′′.
The covariant derivative on P is:
DµP = ∂µP + ieAµ(Q′P − PQ) , (2.30)
which transforms as:
DµP → (DµP )′ = eiQ′λDµP e−iQλ. (2.31)
When the chiral field is included, the covariant derivative finally reads as:
DµP = ∂µP + V†µP + ieAµ(Q′P − PQ) . (2.32)
Again, the corresponding equations for the vector meson V are similar.
If we are interested only in the M1 radiative transitions V → Pγ and V → V γ, the
relevant lowest-order chiral and gauge invariant Lagrangian is given by [19]:
L(2)V P = MH ǫµναβvαV β ×
[
1
2
d(ξ†Qξ + ξQξ†)
]
FµνP † + h.c.
+iMHFµνV
ν
[
− d′′ 1
2
(ξ†Qξ + ξQξ†)
]
V µ†, (2.33)
where Fµν = ∂µAν −∂νAµ. The coupling constant d is the transition magnetic moment for
the V → Pγ process, while d′′ corresponds to the magnetic moment of the heavy vector
meson V . These magnetic coupling constants are illustrated in figure 2. HQS implies that
they are universal (i.e., independent of heavy quark flavors). Again, using the interpolating
fields of heavy mesons, we can easily show that [19]:
d′′ = 2d . (2.34)
Note that in [19], the corresponding relation is d′′ = −2d; this distinction comes from the
different phase convention used in this paper. Furthermore, L(2)V P of eq. (2.33) is compatible
with HQS, whereas in [19], some 1/mQ effects are also included. For the case of D
∗ → Dγ,
we would expect that a contribution from the charm quark magnetic moment is important
since it carries a charge of 23 and its mass is not too large. More details will be given in
later sections when we systematically consider 1/mQ corrections.
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3 Covariant model
Although the development of HQET from QCD has simplified the analysis of heavy hadron
physics, many properties of hadrons, for example, their decay constants and axial coupling
constants, are still not calculable directly from QCD. To study these quantities, one
unavoidably has to use phenomenological models to describe the structures of hadrons.
These include the constituent quark model (CQM) [22, 23], the MIT bag model [24, 25],
QCD sum rules [26], and the light-front quark model (LFQM) [27–29]. In spite of the fact
that the CQM and the MIT bag models have been widely used, results calculated from
these two models are trustworthy only for processes involving small momentum transfers.
The LFQM is a relativistic quark model with simple boost kinematics which allows us to
describe physical processes with large momentum transfers. However, this model is not a
fully Lorentz covariant [30], and this defect limits its usefulness to matrix elements with
space-like momentum transfers (q2 ≤ 0) only. Moreover, the LFQM is not capable of
handling the so-called Z-diagrams [31]. In reference [30], a covariant light-front model of
heavy meson has been suggested. However the approach taken there is not systematic,
and light-quark currents are not considered. To overcome the drawbacks mentioned above,
a covariant field theoretical model has been proposed for the heavy meson bound state
problem [32–34]. This model is fully covariant and satisfies HQS; at the same time, it
retains the simplicity of the quark model picture. This theory allows us to formulate
theoretical calculations in terms of the standard Feynman diagrams. Therefore, the lack
of Z-diagrams in the ordinary LFQM is no longer a problem. Combining this model with
HQET, we can systematically study various 1/mQ corrections to heavy meson properties
in the framework of the perturbative field theory.
3.1 Basic formalism
In the last section, we have shown that, as mQ →∞, the full QCD Lagrangian:
L = LQ + Lq + Lg
= Q¯ (iγµD
µ −mQ)Q+ q¯ (iγµDµ −mq) q − 1
4
Fµνa Faµν , (3.1)
reduced to:
L0 = h¯viv ·Dhv + q¯ (iγµDµ −mq) q − 1
4
Fµνa Faµν . (3.2)
This Lagrangian is responsible for binding a heavy quark and a light quark in the heavy
quark limit. Since an exact solution to the QCD bound state problem does not exist,
we shall take a phenomenological approach by assuming that, after summing all the two-
particle irreducible diagrams for a heavy-light system, the effective coupling between a
heavy quark (ψQ) and a light quark (ψq) can be written as [32, 33]:
LQqI = g0h¯viγ5[F (−iv · ∂)ψq] · [F (i · ∂)ψ¯q]iγ5hv , (3.3)
in the pseudoscalar channel, where g0 is a coupling constant, and F is a form factor whose
presence is expected for an effective interaction resulting from the non-perturbative QCD
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dynamics. The functional form of F will be specified later. LQqI can be considered as
a generalized four-fermion coupling model [35, 36] inspired by QCD in the heavy quark
limit. If, indeed, the above assumption is reasonable, LQqI should produce a bound state
of pseudoscalar heavy meson with a physical mass mM . Consequently, the sum of all
iterations of diagrams should have a pole at the reduced mass:
yΛ¯ ≡ lim
mQ→∞
mM −mQ . (3.4)
The corresponding sum of amplitudes is given by:
AQq = g0F (v · p′)F (v · p) i
1− g0ΠF (v · k) , (3.5)
where ΠF comes from the quark loop. The existence of a pole at v · k = Λ¯ implies that
g0 = 1/ΠF (Λ¯), and so
AQq =
−iF (v · p′)F (v · p)
Π′F (Λ¯)(v · k − Λ¯) + ΠrF (v · k)
, (3.6)
where ΠF (v · k) has been expanded around v · k = Λ¯:
ΠF (v · k) = ΠF (Λ¯) + Π′F (Λ¯)(v · k − Λ¯) + ΠrF (v · k) . (3.7)
It is convenient to represent this Qq¯ bound state by a heavy meson field operator Φ.
The corresponding free Lagrangian is:
LM0 = ∂µΦ
†∂µΦ−m2MΦ†Φ . (3.8)
To be consistent with HQET, we remove the heavy quark mass mQ from L
M
0 by redefin-
ing Φ as:
Φ(x) =
1√
mM
e−imQv·xΦv(x) , (3.9)
where v is the velocity of the heavy meson. In terms of the new field Φv, and in the limit
mQ →∞, LM0 becomes:
LM0 = 2Φ
†
v(iv·
↔
∂ −Λ¯)Φv (3.10)
where
↔
∂≡ 12(
→
∂ −
←
∂ ). Thus Φv corresponds to a particle with mass Λ¯.
To study the structure of the pseudoscalar heavy meson, we first write down the
coupling between the heavy meson (Φv) and its constituent heavy (ψQ) and light (ψq)
quarks:
LMI = −G0Φvh¯viγ5F¯ (−iv · ∂)ψq + h.c. , (3.11)
where G0 is the coupling constant and F¯ is a vertex structure function related to the heavy
meson bound state wave function on which we shall impose the constraint that the heavy
meson does not decay into Q and q¯ physically. Note that F¯ is chosen to be independent of
the residual momentum of the heavy quark so that the heavy quark charge is not spread
out, otherwise, the Isgur-Wise function will not be properly normalized.
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Next, we must match this meson representation with the original quark-quark interac-
tion picture. This is done by demanding that the heavy-light quark scattering amplitude
(AM ) calculated is equivalent to the AQq of eq. (3.6). We readily obtain:
AM =
iG20F¯ (v · p)F¯ (v · p′)
2(v · k − Λ¯0)−G20ΠF¯ (v · k)
, (3.12)
where Λ¯0 is the bare reduced mass, and ΠF¯ (v · k) is the same as ΠF (v · k), except that the
structure factor F is replaced by F¯ . Expanding ΠF¯ (v · k) around the mass shell (v · k = Λ¯)
as in eq. (3.7), we obtain:
AM =
iG2F¯ (v · p)F¯ (v · p′)
2(v · k − Λ¯)−G2Πr
F¯
(v · k) , (3.13)
with Λ¯ = Λ¯0 +
1
2G
2
0ΠF¯ (Λ¯), G =
√
Z3G0, and Z3 = 1 +
1
2G
2Π′¯
F
(Λ¯), where Z3 is the wave
function renormalization constant of the heavy meson field. Z3 is set to zero because of the
so-called compositeness condition, which originally proposed in refs. [37–39] and extensively
applied in refs. [40–43]. From eqs. (3.13) and (3.6), it is seen that for AM = AQq, we must
have F = F¯ , so that ΠF = ΠF¯ = Π and
G2 = −2/Π′(Λ¯) . (3.14)
Hence, the matching condition for the heavy meson fixes the strength of the (ΦvQq)-
coupling vertex through eq. (3.14), which is related to the wave function normalization
condition in the light-front quark model. The above discussion can be readily generalized
to include heavy vector mesons (Φµv ). Analogous to eq. (3.11), the Φ
µ
vQq coupling can be
written as
L
′M
I = −G0Φµv h¯vγµF (−iv · ∂)ψq + h.c. , (3.15)
where by heavy quark spin symmetry, the vertex structure function F is the same for
pseudoscalar and vector heavy mesons. Since the rest of the derivation is basically the
same as above, we will skip the details here.
We have thus constructed a covariant representation for the structure of heavy mesons
in the heavy quark limit. The above results can also be considered as an effective field
theory for constituent quarks and heavy mesons. Within this framework, hadronic matrix
elements are calculated via standard Feynman diagrams where heavy mesons always ap-
pear as external legs. The Feynman rules for this effective theory are shown in figure 3.
Figure 3(a) specifies the meson-Q-q vertex with ΓM = iγ5(− 6 ǫ) for M is the pseudoscalar
(vector) meson. All the other Feynman rules are the same as in QCD and HQET. This
model is simpler to work with than the ordinary light-front quark model. Moreover, since it
is fully covariant, we can use it to calculate hadronic form factors at arbitrary momentum
transfers, which is not possible in the light-front quark model. The self-energy of heavy
meson Π(v · k) (pseudoscalar) is:
Π(v · k) = i
∫
d4p
(2π)4
F 2(v · p) Tr
[
(iγ5)
−i( 6p−mq)
p2 −m2q
(iγ5)
1+6v
2
i
(v · k − v · p)
]
= i
∫
d4p
(2π)4
F 2(v · p) 2(v · p+mq)
(v · k − v · p)(p2 −m2q)
. (3.16)
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Figure 3. Feynman rules in the heavy quark limit.
Consequently, from eq. (3.14), we obtain:
G−2 = i
∫
d4p
(2π)4
F 2(v · p) v · p+mq
(Λ¯− v · p)2(p2 −m2q)
. (3.17)
At this point, we note that F (v · p) is analogous to the meson wave function in the LFQM,
and G is the corresponding normalization constant. To explicitly evaluate G and other
physical quantities, we need to specify the structure function F (v·p), which is unfortunately
not calculable from first principle. Nevertheless, from the constraints that F does not
depend on the heavy quark residual momentum and it forbids on-shell dissociation of the
heavy meson into Qq¯, a plausible form for F is
F (v · p) = ϕ(v · p)(Λ¯− v · p) , (3.18)
where the function ϕ(v · p) does not have a pole at v · p = Λ¯. Accordingly, eq. (3.17)
becomes:
G−2 = i
∫
d4p
(2π)4
|ϕ(v · p)|2(v · p+mq)
(p2 −m2q)
. (3.19)
Thus, if the power of |~p| in the wave function ϕ is less than −23 , this model will work well.
3.2 Heavy meson properties in the heavy quark limit
After building a covariant framework to describe heavy meson structures, we go on to eval-
uate some of the basic heavy meson properties in the heavy quark limit. These include the
decay constant, the axial-vector and electromagnetic coupling constants of heavy mesons.
First, consider the heavy meson decay constants defined by:
〈0|q¯γµγ5hv|P (v)〉 = if¯P vµ,
〈0|q¯γµγ5hv|V (ǫ)〉 = f¯V ǫµ.
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The matrix element is evaluated as:
〈0|ψ¯qΓµhv|M(v)〉 = −
√
3
∫
d4p
(2π)4
(−i)GF Tr
[ −i( 6p−mq)
p2 −m2q + iε
Γµ
1+6v
2
i
Λ¯− v · p+ iεΓM
]
≡ f¯M Tr
[−1
4
Γµ(1+6v)ΓM
]
, (3.20)
where
√
3 is a color factor and ΓM = iγ5(− 6 ǫ) for a pseudoscalar (vector) heavy meson;
the corresponding weak current vertex is Γµ = γµγ5(γµ). Thus, the decay constant in the
heavy quark limit is given by:
Tr
[−1
4
γµγ5(1+6v)iγ5
]
= ivµ ,
Tr
[−1
4
γµ(1+6v)(− 6ǫ)
]
= ǫµ .
The decay constant in the heavy quark limit is given by:
f¯M = 2
√
3iG
∫
d4p
(2π)4
ϕ(v · p)(v · p+mq)
(p2 −m2q)
. (3.21)
We find that this decay constant is the same for pseudoscalar and vector heavy mesons,
which is in accord with the prediction of HQS. f¯M is related to the usual definition of
decay constant fM by fM = f¯M/
√
mM .
Next, we study the zero order of strong coupling constants f and g, corresponding to
V → Pπ and V → V π, respectively. Through PCAC, a soft pion amplitude can be related
to a matrix element of the axial vector current Aaµ = ψ¯
λa
2 γµγ5ψ as:
〈Bπa(q)|A〉 = q
µ
fπ
〈B|Aaµ|A〉 . (3.22)
From chiral Lagrangian, we obtain:
〈Pπa(q)|V 〉 = −i
fπ
f
2
q · ǫ , (3.23)
〈V πa(q)|V 〉 = −i
fπ
gǫµναβq
µǫ′∗νvαǫβ. (3.24)
On the other hand, the matrix element on the right hand side of eq. (3.22) can be evaluated
in the covariant model. The Feynman diagram to be evaluated is illustrated in figure 3,
and the relevant matrix element is illustrated in figure 4. The result is:
〈M ′(v)|ψ¯qT aγµγ5ψq|M(v)〉 = −
∫
d4p
(2π)4
[−iGF (v · p)]2χ†
M′
T aχ
M
×Tr
[−i( 6p−mq)
p2 −m2q
γµγ5
−i( 6p−mq)
p2 −m2q
ΓM ′
1+6v
2
i
Λ¯− v · pΓM
]
≡ G Tr
[
γµγ5ΓM ′
(1+6v)
4
ΓM
]
χ†
M′
λaχ
M
, (3.25)
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Figure 4. Feynman diagram of f0 and g0.
where χs are SU(3) wave functions of the heavy mesons and
G = −i
3
G2
∫
d4p
(2π)4
|ϕ(v · p)|2(Λ¯− v · p)3m
2
q + p
2 + 2(v · p)2 + 6mqv · p
(p2 −m2q)2
. (3.26)
For V → Pπ (ΓM = − 6ǫ, ΓM ′ = iγ5), we have:
Tr
[
γµγ5ΓM ′
(1+6v)
2
ΓM
]
= 2iǫµ . (3.27)
Similarly for V → V π (ΓM = − 6ǫ, ΓM ′ = − 6ǫ′),
Tr
[
γµγ5ΓM ′
(1+6v)
2
ΓM
]
= −2iǫµναβǫ′νvαǫβ . (3.28)
Then, comparing the above results with those obtained from the chiral Lagrangian LV P
given in eq. (2.22), we conclude that f0 = 2G and g0 = G where the subscript 0 denotes
zeroth order in 1/mQ. Thus, the HQS relation f0 = 2g0 is satisfied in this model.
Next, we consider the coupling constants d and d′′ defined in eq. (2.33), which govern
the decay V → Pγ and the magnetic moment of the heavy vector meson V , respectively.
In the mQ →∞ limit, the Feynman diagram to be calculated is similar to figure 4, except
that the axial vector current Aaµ is replaced by the light quark electromagnetic current
jµ = eeqψ¯qγµψq. The result is:
〈M ′(v)|ψ¯q(ieeqγµ)ψq|M(v)〉 = −eeq
∫
d4p
(2π)4
(−i)GF (v · p)(−i)GF (v · p′)
Tr
[−i( 6p−mq)
p2−m2q+iε
iγµ
−i( 6p′ −mq)
p′2−m2q+iε
ΓM ′
1+6v
2
i
Λ¯−v · p+iεΓM
]
≡ Deq Tr
[
iγµ 6qΓM ′ 1+6v
4
ΓM
]
, (3.29)
where q = p′ − p. Since q → 0, we can set p = p′ to arrive at:
D = 2ieG2
∫
d4p
(2π)4
|ϕ(v · p)|2(Λ¯− v · p) v · p+mq
(p2 −m2q)2
. (3.30)
For V → Pγ (ΓM = − 6ǫ, ΓM ′ = iγ5),
Tr
[
iγµ 6qΓM ′ 1+6v
4
ΓM
]
= iǫµναβq
νvαǫβ (3.31)
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Figure 5. (a), (b), and (c) are Feynman rules for O(k)1 , O(g)1 , and O(g)2 . (d) is the light quark
couples to a gluon.
Similarly for V → V γ (ΓM = − 6ǫ, ΓM ′ = − 6ǫ′),
Tr
[
iγµ 6qΓM ′ 1+6v
4
ΓM
]
= i(q · ǫ′ ǫµ − q · ǫ ǫ′µ) (3.32)
Thus, comparing the above results with those obtained from the Lagrangian L(2)V P given in
eq. (2.33), we obtain d0 = D/2 and d′′0 = D. Again, the HQS relation d′′0 = 2d0 is satisfied
in this model. If we define
d0 =
e
2mq
d¯0 , (3.33)
where d¯0 is a dimensionless quantity, we can show that d¯0 = −g0 in this model in ap-
pendix A.
3.3 1/mQ corrections
The operators that break HQS to order 1/mQ are O1 and O2 given in eqs. (2.8) and (2.9),
respectively. O1 can be separated into a kinetic energy piece and a one-gluon exchange
piece:
O1 = O(k)1 +O(g)1 (3.34)
where
O(k)1 ≡
−1
2mQ
h¯v[∂µ∂
µ + (v · ∂)2]hv , (3.35)
O(g)1 ≡
−gs
2mQ
h¯v[(p+ p
′)µ − v · (p+ p′)vµ]Aµ hv . (3.36)
Also, O2 can be reexpressed as:
O2 = −gsT aσµν∂µAaν . (3.37)
The Feynman rules for these HQS breaking interactions are given in figure 5.
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With the 1/mQ corrections included, the heavy meson masses can be expressed as:
mM = mQ + Λ¯− 1
2mQ
(λ1 + dMλ2) , (3.38)
where λ1 comes from O1 and λ2 comes from O2. λ1 receives two different contributions,
one from O(k)1 and the other from O(g)1 , thus:
λ1 = λ
(k)
1 + λ
(g)
1 . (3.39)
λ
(k)
1 comes from the heavy quark kinetic energy, λ
(g)
1 and λ2 are, respectively, chromo-
electric and chromomagnetic contributions. λ1 parametrizes the common mass shift for
the pseudoscalar and vector mesons, and λ2 accounts for the hyperfine mass splitting.
In the non-relativistic quark models, the hyperfine mass splitting comes from a spin-spin
interaction of the form:
HHF ∼ ~SQ · ~Sq , (3.40)
where ~SQ(~Sq) is the spin operator of the heavy quark (light quark). Thus:
dM = −〈M(v)|4~SQ · ~Sq|M(v)〉
= −2[SM (SM + 1)− SQ(SQ + 1)− Sq(Sq + 1)] , (3.41)
where SM is the spin quantum number of the meson M . Consequently, dM = −1 for a
vector meson and dM = 3 for a pseudoscalar meson. We will see that this conclusion is un-
changed in a relativistic framework. The relevant Feynman diagrams are shown in figure 6.
Using Feynman rules in figure 3, we can readily write down the various contributions:
λ
(k)
1
2mQ
= −i
∫
d4p
(2π)4
[−iGF (v · p)]2
×Tr
[−i( 6p−mq)
p2 −m2q
ΓM
1+6v
2
i
Λ¯− v · pΓ
k
Q1
1+6v
2
i
Λ¯− v · pΓM
]
, (3.42)
λ
(g)
1
2mQ
= −i
∫
d4p d4p′
(2π)4(2π)4
(−i)GF (v · p)(−i)GF (v · p′) gµα
−i
(p− p′)2
×Tr
[−i( 6p−mq)
p2 −m2q
Γµq
−i( 6p′ −mq)
p′2 −m2q
ΓM
1+6v
2
i
Λ¯− v · p′Γ
α
Q1
1+6v
2
i
Λ¯− v · pΓM
]
,
(3.43)
dMλ2
2mQ
= −i
∫
d4p d4p′
(2π)4(2π)4
(−i)GF (v · p)(−i)GF (v · p′) gµα
−i
(p− p′)2
×Tr
[−i( 6p−mq)
p2 −m2q
Γµq
−i( 6p′ −mq)
p′2 −m2q
ΓM
1+6v
2
i
Λ¯− v · p′Γ
α
Q2
1+6v
2
i
Λ¯− v · pΓM
]
,
(3.44)
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Figure 6. Feynman diagrams for 1/mQ corrections to meson mass.
where
Γµq = igs
λa
2
γµ,
Γ
(k)
Q1 =
i
2mQ
(p2 − v · p2) ,
ΓµQ1 = igs
λa
2
−1
2mQ
[(p+ p′)µ − v · (p+ p′)vµ] ,
Γ
(g)µ
Q2 = igs
λa
2
i
2mQ
(p− p′)νσµν . (3.45)
After some algebraic calculations, we obtain:
λ
(k)
1 = iG
2
∫
d4p
(2π)4
|ϕ(v · p)|2
(p2 −m2q)
2(p2 − v · p2)(v · p+mq) , (3.46)
λ
(g)
1 = −CfG2g2s
∫
d4p d4p′
(2π)4(2π)4
ϕ†(v · p′)ϕ(v · p)
(p′2 −m2q)(p2 −m2q)(p− p′)2
T 1M , (3.47)
dMλ2 = −g2sCfG2
∫
d4p d4p′
(2π)4(2π)4
ϕ†(v · p′)ϕ(v · p)
(p′2 −m2q)(p2 −m2q)(p− p′)2
T 2M (3.48)
where Cf =
4
3 is a color factor and T 1,2M are defined by:
T 1M ≡ 2{(p · p′ + p′2 − v · pv · p′ − v · p′2)(mq + v · p)
+ (p · p′ + p2 − v · pv · p′ − v · p2)(mq + v · p′)} , (3.49)
T 2M ≡
4
3
dM{(p′2 − p · p′ + v · pv · p′ − v · p′2)(mq + v · p)
− (p · p′ − p2 − v · pv · p′ + v · p2)(mq + v · p′)} , (3.50)
where we have used the identities given in appendix B. As expected, λ
(k)
1 and λ
(g)
1 are the
same for both pseudoscalar and vector mesons. For convenience, we redefine:
λ1 ≡ λ(k)1 + αsλ¯(g)1 , λ2 ≡ αsλ¯2 (3.51)
where αs = g
2
s/4π. Thus, eq. (3.38) becomes:
mM = mQ + Λ¯− 1
2mQ
(
λ
(k)
1 + αsλ¯
(g)
1 + dMαsλ¯2
)
, (3.52)
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Figure 7. 1/mQ corrections to strong (f, g) and magnetic (d, d
′′) coupling constants. Γµ stands
for an external current. Other notations are defined in eq. (3.45).
and we obtain the hyperfine mass splitting:
∆mHF = mV −mP =
2αsλ¯2
mQ
. (3.53)
A fit to the experimental value of ∆mHF will determine the ratio αs/mQ.
Next, we move on to calculate the first order 1/mQ corrections of strong coupling
constants. The relevant matrix elements are collectively illustrated in figure 7. The corre-
spondence between figures 7(a) and 7(b) and various HQS breaking parameters are tabled
in table 1. From experience gained in above work, we can readily write down the matrix
elements for figures 7(a), (b), and (c) as:
M(a)α = −i
∫
d4p d4p′
(2π)4(2π)4
(−i)GF (v · p)(−i)GF (v · p′) gµν
−i
(p− p′)2
×Tr
[ 6p−mq
p2 −m2q
Γµq
6p′ −mq
p′2 −m2q
V˜α 6p
′ −mq
p′2 −m2q
ΓM ′
1+6v
2
i
Λ¯− v · p′Γ
ν
Q
1+6v
2
i
Λ¯− v · pΓM
]
,
(3.54)
M(b)α = −i
∫
d4p d4p′
(2π)4(2π)4
(−i)GF (v · p)(−i)GF (v · p′) gµν
−i
(p− p′)2
×Tr
[ 6p−mq
p2 −m2q
V˜α 6p−mq
p2 −m2q
Γµq
6p′ −mq
p′2 −m2q
ΓM ′
1+6v
2
i
Λ¯− v · p′Γ
ν
Q
1+6v
2
i
Λ¯− v · pΓM
]
,
(3.55)
M(c)α =
∫
d4p
(2π)4
[−iGF (v · p)]2Tr
[ 6p−mq
p2 −m2q
V˜α 6p−mq
p2 −m2q
ΓM ′
× 1+6v
2
i
Λ¯− v · p
i(p2 − v · p2)
2mQ
1+6v
2
i
Λ¯− v · pΓM
]
,
(3.56)
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ΓM ΓM ′ ΓQ Γµ corrections
− 6ǫ iγ5 Γ(g)Q1 γµ δf (g)1 (V → Pπ)
− 6ǫ iγ5 ΓQ2 γµ δf2(V → Pπ)
− 6ǫ − 6ǫ′∗ Γ(g)Q1 γµ δg(g)1 (V → V π)
− 6ǫ − 6ǫ′∗ ΓQ2 γµ δg2(V → V π)
Table 1. Correspondence between figures 7(a) and 7(b) and 1/mQ corrections to the strong
coupling constants f and g.
where ΓQ = Γ
(g)
Q1 or ΓQ2 and
V˜α = γαγ5χ†
M′
λa
2
χ
M
. (3.57)
Calculating the traces in eqs. (3.54)–(3.56) is very tedious but otherwise straightforward.
For V → V π and ΓQ = Γ(g)Q1, we obtain:
M(a)α =
CfG
2
2mQ
g2s
∫
d4p d4p′
(2π)4(2π)4
ϕ(v · p)ϕ(v · p′)
(p2 −m2q)(p′2 −m2q)2(p′ − p)2
R(a)1 (3.58)
where
R(a)1 =
{(
p′ · p+ p2 − v · p′ v · p− (v · p)2)
[
(mq + v · p′)2 + 1
3
(p′2 − v · p′2)
]
+
(
p′2 + p′ · p− (v · p′)2 − v · p′v · p)2
3
(mq + v · p)(2mq + v · p′)
}
. (3.59)
Similarly, we can evaluate M(b)α , and it turns out that M(a)α =M(b)α . Then, a comparison
with the chiral Lagrangian result shows:
δg
(g)
1 = −
CfG
2
mQ
∫
d4p d4p′
(2π)4(2π)4
g2sϕ
†(v · p′)ϕ(v · p)
(p2 −m2q)(p′2 −m2q)2(p′ − p)2
R(a)1 . (3.60)
The above calculation can be repeated for ΓQ = ΓQ2. We find that δg2 is given by:
δg2 =
CfG
2
2mQ
∫
d4p d4p′
(2π)4(2π)4
g2sϕ
†(v · p′)ϕ(v · p)
(p2 −m2q)(p′2 −m2q)2(p′ − p)2
R(a)2 , (3.61)
where
R(a)2 =
(
2
3
){[
p′2 − p′ · p− (v · p′)2 + v · p′v · p](2m2q + 2mqv · p+ v · p′ v · p− p′ · p)
− [p′ · p− p2 − v · p′ v · p+ (v · p)2](m2q + 2mqv · p′ + (v · p′)2)} . (3.62)
Figure 5(c) corresponds to the contribution from the heavy quark kinetic energy. For
V → V π, the matrix element can be simplified as:
M(c)α ≡ δg(k)1 Tr
[
γαγ5(− 6ǫ′)(1+6v)
4
(− 6ǫ)
]
χ†
M′
λaχ
M
, (3.63)
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ΓM ΓM ′ ΓQ Γµ corrections
− 6ǫ iγ5 Γ(g)Q1 ieeqγµ δd(g)1 (V → Pγ)
− 6ǫ iγ5 ΓQ2 ieeqγµ δd2(V → Pγ)
− 6ǫ − 6ǫ′∗ Γ(g)Q1 ieeqγµ δd
′′(g)
1 (V → V γ)
− 6ǫ − 6ǫ′∗ ΓQ2 ieeqγµ δd′′2(V → V γ)
Table 2. Correspondences between figures 7(a) and 7(b) and 1/mQ corrections to the magnetic
coupling constants d and d′′.
where
δg
(k)
1 = iG
2
∫
d4p
(2π)4
|ϕ(v · p)|2
(p2 −m2 + iǫ)2
(p2 − v · p2)
2mQ
[
(m+ v · p)2 + 1
3
(p2 − v · p2)
]
. (3.64)
For the process V → Pπ, with coupling constant f , the calculation is very similar to
what we have presented above. The algebra is again rather long and tedious. Here we will
only quote the results. We find that:
δf
(k)
1 = 2δg
(k)
1 , δf
(g)
1 = 2δg
(g)
1 , δf2 = −2δg2 .
These relations are identical to those found in a model independent analysis given in [15].
Finally we can write:
f = f0 + δf
(k)
1 + δf
(g)
1 + δf2 ,
g = g0 + δg
(k)
1 + δg
(g)
1 + δg2 .
Next, we calculate 1/mQ corrections to the magnetic coupling d and d
′′ corresponding
to V → Pπ and V → V γ, respectively. The relevant Feynman diagrams are shown in
figure 7, and the correspondence between diagrams (a) and (b) and various HQS breaking
parameters in radiative decays are listed in table 2. The amplitudes for figure 7(a), (b)
and (c) are given by eqs. (3.54)–(3.56) with V˜α = ieeqγα. For V → Pγ,
〈Pγ(q, ε)|V (ǫ)〉 = ieq 2d ǫµναβεµqνvαǫβ, (3.65)
which come from the effective chiral Lagrangian eq. (2.33). The calculated procedures are
similar to those of the strong coupling constants. Here, we only show the results. For
ΓQ = Γ
(g)
Q1,
δd
(g)
1 = −
2g2sG
2
3mQ
∫
d4p d4p′
(2π)8
ϕ†(v · p′)ϕ(v · p)S(a)1
(p2 −m2q)(p′2 −m2q)2(p′ − p)2
, (3.66)
where
S(a)1 = −2
{[
p′2 + p′ · p− (v · p′)2 − v · p′v · p](v · p+mq)
+
[
p′ · p+ p2 − v · p′ v · p− (v · p)2](v · p′ +mq)} . (3.67)
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For ΓQ = Γ
(g)
Q2,
δd2 =
2g2sG
2
3mQ
∫
d4p d4p′
(2π)8
ϕ†(v · p′)ϕ(v · p)S(a)2
(p2 −m2q)(p′2 −m2q)2(p′ − p)2
, (3.68)
where
S(a)2 =
4
3
{[
p′2 − p′ · p− (v · p′)2 + v · p′v · p](v · p+mq)
− [p′ · p− p2 − v · p′ v · p+ (v · p)2](v · p′ +mq)} . (3.69)
For figure 7(c), we obtain:
δd
(k)
1 = −ieG2
∫
d4p
(2π)4
ϕ(v · p)2(v · p+mq)(p2 − v · p2)
2mQ(p2 −m2q)2
. (3.70)
In radiative decays, there is an additional 1/mQ correction which comes from the magnetic
moment of the heavy quark. The matrix element of this process is:
〈P |ψ¯Q i
2eeQ
2mQ
σµνq
νψQ|V (ǫ)〉 = ie
mQ
G2
∫
d4p
(2π)4
ϕ(v · p)2
(p2−m2q)
(v·p+mq)ieQǫµναβqνvαǫβ, (3.71)
if ΓM ′ = iγ5, ΓM = − 6 ǫ. From the normalization condition given in eq. (3.19), we
conclude that:
δdQ =
e
2mQ
. (3.72)
As to the 1/mQ corrections to the radiative coupling constant d
′′ which describes the
magnetic coupling V → V γ, we will not repeat the long and tedious algebras here and just
quote the final results:
δd
′′(k)
1 = 2δd
(k)
1 , δd
′′
2 = −2δd2 ,
δd
′′(g)
1 = 2δd
(g)
1 , δd
′′
Q = 2δdQ , (3.73)
which again agree with the model independent analysis of ref. [15]. Including the above
results, we can write:
d = d0 + δd
(k)
1 + δd
(g)
1 + δd2 ,
d′′ = d′′0 + δd
′′(k)
1 + δd
′′(g)
1 + δd
′′
2 .
Extracting a factor e2mq like eq. (3.33), we can obtain the dimensionless quantities d¯ and d¯
′′.
4 Numerical results and discussion
For obtaining numerical results, we shall further assume the form of ϕ(v · p): (i) ϕ(v · p)
is an analytic function apart from isolated singularities in the complex plane, and (ii) it
vanishes as |v · p| → ∞. These two conditions allow us to evaluate the p0− (or p−−)
integrations in eq. (3.17) by Cauchy’s Theorem. It is interesting to observe that if
ϕ(v · p) = e
−v·p/ω
√
v · p+mq , (4.1)
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then, the expression for decay constant fM is the same as that obtained in the covariant
light-front quark model [30], and G equals the wave function normalization constant. We
note that the above expression e−v·p/ω is just the covariant light-front wave function pro-
posed in [30], while the factor 1/
√
v · p+mq originates from the Melosh transformation.
However function e−v·p/ω is not bounded when the four-vector p is off the mass shell. To fix
this defect, one might instead want to use e−|v·p|/ω or e−|v·p|2/ω2 in a covariant field-theoretic
formalism. The problem is that both of these two functional forms are not analytic when
continued into the complex plane. Hence, we conclude that the widely used exponential
form is not acceptable for our purposes. For the numerical study, we shall take:
ϕ(v · p) = 1
(v · p+ ω − iε)n (n = integer) , (4.2)
which, for a sufficiently large n, yields very reasonable results both in the heavy quark
limit and for 1/mQ corrections.
To fix the parameters (mq,mQ, ω, αs, n) of the covariant model, we choose the data:
fM ≃ fB = 194 ± 9MeV (an average of the results [44, 45] in lattice QCD), Γtot(D∗+) =
83.3∓ 1.8 keV [1, 2], and [5]
r ≡ Γ(D
∗0 → D0γ)
Γ(D∗0 → D0π) = 0.616± 0.073 , (4.3)
and follow the strategy described below. First, we choose a quark mass mq and use the
above central value of fB to determine the wave function parameter ω. Subsequently we
can calculate λ
(k)
1 , λ¯
(g)
1 , and λ¯2 from eqs. (3.46)–(3.48). From λ¯2 and the hyperfine mass
splittings eq. (2.6) [5], we can determine the ratio αs/mQ. Now, given a value for mQ, we
can determine αs and use eq. (3.38) to obtain a corresponding Λ¯. On one hand, knowing
mq, ω, and Λ¯, we can calculate g0 and d0 from eqs. (3.26) and (3.30), respectively. On the
other hand, with mQ and αs, the 1/mQ corrections are included for the strong (f) and
radiative (d) coupling constants from eqs. (3.60), (3.61), (3.64), and (3.66), (3.68), (3.70),
respectively. With f and d, we can estimate Γtot(D
∗+) by:
Γ(V1/2 → P1/2 + π0) =
1
48π
(
f√
2fπ
)2(MP
MV
)
k3π0 , (4.4)
Γ(V1/2 → P−1/2 + π+) =
1
24π
(
f√
2fπ
)2(MP
MV
)
k3π+ , (4.5)
Γ(V → P + γ) = 1
12π
µ2q
(
MP
MV
)
k3γ , (4.6)
where µq = 2(eqd + eQ
e
2mQ
). The value for mQ is fine-tuned to obtain a best fit to the
experimental data. Finally, we repeat the above processes by fine-tuning the value for mq
until the result is consistent with the data in eq. (4.3). The results, which fit the above
central values for the D-meson, are given in table 3, and those for B-meson are in table 4.
First of all, we see that the choices of different ϕn(n = 8, 10, 12) make very lit-
tle difference. The value of mq ≃ 0.245GeV agrees with typical light-quark masses
mq = 0.200 ∼ 0.250GeV used in a relativistic formulism [46], mc = 1.72GeV and
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n mq(GeV) ω(GeV) mc(GeV) αs λ1(GeV
2) λ2(GeV
2) Λ¯(GeV) f/2 d(GeV−1)
8 0.245 1.47 1.73 0.400 −0.122 0.122 0.210 −0.566 0.361
10 0.245 2.08 1.72 0.392 −0.144 0.123 0.205 −0.566 0.361
12 0.246 2.69 1.72 0.387 −0.157 0.122 0.202 −0.566 0.361
Table 3. D-meson parameters for three different ϕn.
n mq(GeV) ω(GeV) mb(GeV) αs λ1(GeV
2) λ2(GeV
2) Λ¯(GeV) f/2 d(GeV−1)
8 0.245 1.47 5.09 0.381 −0.141 0.116 0.210 −0.540 0.338
10 0.245 2.08 5.09 0.373 −0.162 0.117 0.205 −0.547 0.342
12 0.246 2.69 5.09 0.368 −0.175 0.117 0.202 −0.551 0.343
Table 4. B-meson parameters for three different ϕn.
system −f0 −f −g0 −g d¯0 d¯ d¯′′0 d¯′′
D∗D 1.07+0.01−0.02 1.13
−0.01
+0.02 0.534
+0.006
−0.007 0.407
+0.003
−0.005 0.534
+0.006
−0.007 0.583
−0.006
+0.006 1.07
+0.01
−0.02 0.894
+0.014
−0.019
B∗B 1.07+0.01−0.02 1.08
+0.00
−0.00 0.534
+0.006
−0.007 0.489
+0.004
−0.006 0.534
+0.006
−0.007 0.546
+0.002
−0.002 1.07
+0.01
−0.02 1.01
+0.01
−0.02
Table 5. 1/mQ corrections to (f, g) and (d¯, d¯
′′) for n = 8.
mb = 5.09GeV are somewhat larger than their respective pole mass m
pole
c = 1.59GeV
and mpoleb = 4.89GeV. They are, however, consistent with mc = 1.72 ∼ 1.78GeV and
mb = 5.10 ∼ 5.20GeV obtained in a Bethe-Salpeter formalism [46] andmb−mc = 3.37GeV
is in agreement to that of ref. [47]. Our λ1 and λ2 in B-meson are also consistent with
λ1 = −0.19±0.10GeV2 which is extract from CLEO data and λ2 ≃ 0.12GeV2 [47], respec-
tively. As to the reduced mass, our Λ¯ is smaller than those obtained in other works [47–49],
which is a consequence of the larger mQ used in this work.
Next, we list the 1/mQ corrections to (f, g) and (d¯, d¯
′′) for n = 8 in table 5. The
parameters are mq = 0.245
−0.016
+0.019GeV, ω = 1.47
+0.08
−0.10GeV, mc = 1.73
+0.01
−0.02GeV, and mb =
5.09+0.02−0.02GeV. These errors come from the ones of fB, Γtot(D
∗+), and r above. We can
see that, since mb/mc ≃ 3, consequently the HQS violating effects for the D∗D system are
larger than those for the B∗B system by approximately a factor of 3. For the strong decay,
we have the values δg1 ≃ 0.0197 and δg2 ≃ 0.0256 in the B∗B system. These lead to the
ratios: (
δg1
g0
)
= 3.69% ,
(
δg2
g0
)
= 4.79% , (4.7)
which are consistent with the rough estimate of αsΛQCD/mb ∼ (2 ∼ 3)% for αs ≃ 0.4 and
ΛQCD ≃ 300MeV. Additionally, in refs. [50, 51], two strong couplings, gV Pπ0 and gV Pπ+ ,
are defined as:
Γ(V1/2 → P1/2 + π0) =
g2V Pπ0
24πM2V
k3π0 , (4.8)
Γ(V1/2 → P−1/2 + π+) =
g2V Pπ+
24πM2V
k3π+ . (4.9)
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coupling gD∗Dπ gˆD gB∗Bπ gˆB
experiment [1, 2] 16.92± 0.13± 0.14 0.570± 0.004± 0.005
this work 16.8∓ 0.2 0.566−0.007+0.008 43.9+0.1−0.2 0.540+0.001−0.002
DSE [51] 15.8+2.1−1.0 0.53
+0.07
−0.03 30.0
+3.2
−1.4 0.37
+0.04
−0.02
QCDSR [52] 17.5± 1.5 0.59± 0.05 44.7± 1.0 0.55± 0.01
QCDSR [53] 14.0± 1.5 0.47± 0.05 42.5± 2.6 0.52± 0.03
DCQM [54] 18± 3 0.61± 0.10 32± 5 0.40± 0.06
LQCD [55] 20± 2 0.71± 0.07
LQCD [56] 0.44+0.08−0.03
LQCD [57] 0.52± 0.03
LQCD [58] 18.8+2.5−3.0 0.67
+0.09
−0.10
Table 6. Calculated values of the strong couplings compared with experiment and other estimates.
(DSE: Dyson-Schwinger equation, DCQM: dispersion approach of consistent quark model, LQCD:
lattice QCD.)
They can be rewritten using the isospin relationship gV Pπ+ = −
√
2gV Pπ+ ≡ gV Pπ and
relating gV→Pπ to a universal strong coupling between the heavy vector and pseudoscalar
mesons to the pion, gˆP , with
gˆP =
√
2fπ
2
√
MVMP
gV Pπ . (4.10)
Comparing it with eqs. (4.4) and (4.5), we can easily obtain gˆP = |f/2|. The values of
gV Pπ and gˆP compared with the experiment and other estimates are listed in table 6. Our
strong couplings are consistent with those of the experiment and QCD sum rules [52]. As
for the radiative decay, we use eq. (4.6) to calculate the decay widths D∗+(0) → D+(0) + γ
and B∗+(0) → B+(0) + γ. The results, compared with the experiment and other estimates,
are listed in table 7. The results of LFQM [59] and the relativistic quark model (RQM) [60]
are very close to ours.
Finally, we list the predicted decay rates and branch ratios within this work and some
theoretical models in table 8. For comparison, the experimental data are also included.
For the total decay width of D∗0 meson, our result is close to that of LFQM [64] and the
single-quark-transition (SQT) formalism [65].
5 Conclusions
In this paper, based on HQET, we have discussed the strong and radiative coupling con-
stants of heavy mesons in 1/mQ corrections symmetry breakings. These effects are studied
in a fully covariant model. The covariant model starts from HQET in the heavy quark limit
(mQ →∞), and describes a heavy meson as a composite particle, consisting of a reduced
heavy quark coupled with a brown muck of light degrees of freedom. It is formulated in an
effective Lagrangian approach, so that it is fully covariant, and we can use Feynman dia-
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Reaction Γ(D∗+ → D+γ) Γ(D∗0 → D0γ) Γ(B∗+ → B+γ) Γ(B∗0 → B0γ)
experiment [5] 1.3± 0.4
this work 0.9+0.3−0.2 22.7
+2.1
−2.2 0.468
+0.073
−0.075 0.148± 0.020
LFQM [59]a 0.90± 0.02 20.0± 0.3 0.40± 0.03 0.13± 0.01
RQM [60]b 0.904+0.025−0.024 26± 1 0.572+0.071−0.065 0.182+0.022−0.021
RQM [61] 1.04 11.5 0.19 0.070
LCSR [62] 1.50 14.40 1.20 0.28
HQET+VMD [63] 0.51± 0.18 16.0± 7.5 0.22± 0.09 0.075± 0.027
Table 7. Radiative decay rates (in units of keV) in the experiment and some theoretical models.
(LCSR: light-cone sum rules, VMD: vector meson dominance.) a: The values for the linear model.
b: The values for κq = 0.45.
Reaction NR [16]† LFQM [64] SQT [65] this work experiment [5]
D∗+ → D0π+ 78.8(68%) 62.53(68.42%) (68.1± 0.1%) 56.6−1.5+1.4(67.9∓ 0.2%) (67.7± 0.5%)
D∗+ → D+π0 35.7(31%) 28.30(30.97%) (30.1± 0.1%) 25.8−0.7+0.6(31.0∓ 0.1%) (30.7± 0.5%)
D∗+ → D+γ 1.9(1.7%) 0.56(0.61%) (1.8± 0.2%) 0.9+0.3−0.2(1.1± 0.3%) (1.6± 0.4%)
D∗+ → total 116.4 91.95 80.5± 0.1 83.3± 1.8 83.3± 1.8 [1, 2]
D∗0 → D0π0 54.1(61%) 43.40(66.67%) (62.0± 1.7%) 36.9∓ 0.9(61.9± 2.9%) (61.9± 2.9%)
D∗0 → D0γ 34.0(39%) 21.69(33%) (38.0± 1.7%) 22.7+2.1−2.2(38.1± 2.9%) (38.1± 2.9%)
D∗0 → total 88.1 65.09 55.9± 1.6 59.6± 1.2 < 2100
Table 8. Predicted decay rates (in units of keV) and branch ratios (in parentheses) among the
four models. For comparison, the experimental branching ratios are given in the last column. (NR:
nonrelativistic quark model.) †: The values for g = 0.5 and β = 2.6GeV−1.
grammatic techniques to evaluate various processes. Especially, we have a simple relation
between the strong and radiative couplings in the heavy quark limit: d¯0 = −g0.
The parameters of this model are chosen to fit the static and decay properties of heavy
mesons. For 1/mQ corrections, we obtained δf2 = −2δg2, δd′′2 = −2δd2, δf (g,k)1 = 2δg(g,k)1 ,
and δd
′′(g,k)
1 = 2δd
(g,k)
1 , which agree with the results of a model independent analysis [19].
Additionally, HQS breaking effects are 3 ∼ 5% in magnitude for B mesons, which is in
accordance with the rough estimate of αs
ΛQCD
mb
. Thus, we conclude that the 1/mQ expansion
converges very fast for bottom-hadrons. In the charmed meson sector, since mb/mc ≃ 3,
consequently, the HQS violating effects are larger by approximately a factor of 3.
For the strong couplings, our results are consistent with those of the experiment and
QCD sum rules [52]. For the radiative decays, our results are close to the experimental
data and the results of the light-front model [59] and the relativistic quark model [60]. On
the whole, the predictions of the total decay width of D∗0 meson in our covariant model,
the light front model [64] and the single-quark-transition formalism [65] are all in the range
Γtot(D
∗0) = 55 ∼ 65 keV. These provide a strong vote of confidence for the validity of the
covariant model.
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A The derivation of d¯0 = −g0
We analytically integrate the zero component (p0) of eq. (3.26) and obtain:
g0 = −G2
∫
d3~p
(2π)3
∂
∂p0
[ |ϕ|2(Λ¯− v · p)
(p0 + Ep)2
(
(v · p+mq)2 − |~p|
2
3
)]∣∣∣∣
p0=Ep
. (A.1)
Defining A ≡ |ϕ|2(Λ¯ − v · p)/(p0 + Ep)2 and choosing vµ = (1, 0, 0, 0), we can reduce
eq. (A.1) as:
g0 = − G
2
2π2
∫
d|~p||~p|2
[(
∂A
∂p0
)(
(p0 +mq)
2 − |~p|
2
3
)
+ 2A(p0 +mq)
]∣∣∣∣
p0=Ep
. (A.2)
Similarly, eq. (3.30) can be reduced as:
d¯0 =
mqG
2
π2
∫
d|~p||~p|2
[(
∂A
∂p0
)
(p0 +mq) +A
]∣∣∣∣
p0=Ep
. (A.3)
From eqs. (A.2) and (A.3), we can define ∆ ≡ g0 + d¯0 and obtain:
∆ = −G
2
π2
∫
d|~p||~p|2
[
∂A
∂p0
|~p|2
3
+Ap0
]∣∣∣∣
p0=Ep
. (A.4)
Using the chain rule:
∂
∂p0
=
∂|~p|
∂p0
∂
∂|~p| , (A.5)
we obtain:
∆ = −G
2
π2
∫
d|~p|
[
1
3
|~p|3p0
(
∂A
∂|~p|
)
+ |~p|2p0A
]∣∣∣∣
p0=Ep
. (A.6)
Finally, we take the integration by parts and obtain:
∆ = −G
2
π2
(
1
3
|~p|3p0A
∣∣∣∣
p0=Ep
)∣∣∣∣
|~p|=∞
|~p|=0
. (A.7)
The power of |~p| in the wave function ϕ must be smaller than −23 , which is the necessary
condition in this model (see eq. (3.19)). Thus, ∆ will converge to zero and d¯0 = −g0.
B Some useful formulae for calculations in the covariant model
When doing some integrals in the covariant model, there are some identities that may be
useful. The derivations are as follows:
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(I). ∫
d4p f(v · p) pµ =
∫
d4p f(v · p) v · p vµ
Since: ∫
d4p f(v · p) pµ = a vµ, (B.1)
multiplying both sides of eq. (B.1) by vµ gives eq. (I).
(II). ∫
d4p d4qf(v · p)f(v · q)pµqν =
∫
d4p d4qf(v · p)f(v · q)1
3
{
[4v · pv · q − p · q]vµvν + [p · q − v · p v · q]gµν}
Let ∫
d4p d4q f(v · p)f(v · q)pµqν = b1 vµ vν + b2 gµν , (B.2)
multiplying both sides of eq. (B.2) by vµvν , we obtain:∫
d4p d4q f(v · p)f(v · q) (v · p)(v · q) = b1 + b2 . (B.3)
On the other hand, if we contract both sides of eq. (B.2) with gµν , we obtain:∫
d4p d4q f(v · p)f(v · q) p · q = b1 + 4b2 . (B.4)
Solving eqs. (B.3) and (B.4) for b1 and b2, we then reproduce eq. (II).
(III). ∫
d4p d4qf(v · p)f(v · q)f(v · p′)p′αpβqν = c1vαvβvν + c2vαgβν + c3vβgαν + c4vνgαβ
where p′ = p+ q and
c1 =
1
3
∫
d4p d4qf(v · p)f(v · q)f(v · p′) {v · p′v · pv · q
− (v · p′ p · q + v · p p′ · q + v · q p′ · p)} ,
c2 =
1
3
∫
d4p d4qf(v · p)f(v · q)f(v · p′) v · p′(p · q − v · p v · q) ,
c3 =
1
3
∫
d4p d4qf(v · p)f(v · q)f(v · p′) v · p(p′ · q − v · p′ v · q) ,
c4 =
1
3
∫
d4p d4qf(v · p)f(v · q)f(v · p′) v · q(p′ · p− v · p′ v · p) .
Contracting both sides of eq. (III) with vαvβvν , vαgβν , vβgαν and vνgαβ , we obtain:∫
d4p d4qf(v · p)f(v · q)f(v · p′)v · p′v · pv · q = c1 + c2 + c3 + c4 , (B.5)∫
d4p d4qf(v · p)f(v · q)f(v · p′)v · p′p · q = c1 + 4c2 + c3 + c4 , (B.6)∫
d4p d4qf(v · p)f(v · q)f(v · p′)v · pp′ · q = c1 + c2 + 4c3 + c4 , (B.7)
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and ∫
d4p d4qf(v · p)f(v · q)f(v · p′)v · qp′ · p = c1 + c2 + c3 + 4c4 (B.8)
respectively. Then, we can obtain eq. (III) by solving eqs. (B.5)–(B.8) for the c’s.
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